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V. Schiaparelli, in an essay recently pub-

Himmel

lished in

tind

Erde, presents a detailed ac-

count of his recent astronomical discoveries, which

known and

corroborate facts hitherto

testify

J
/

to the

tions are respectively equal in breadth

as

shown

in

the diagram subjoined.

characteristic

transformation.

classes of regions; the divisions of the

The

pear in

all

tints

and black.

of gray

and ap-

In calling the

former regions continents or islands, and the latter
oceans, it is a matter of mere convenience that we
adopt the geographical expressions applicable to the
earth, for we know nothing of their nature, except

what we

a

and brightness,

The

stages of

considers this appearance

relli

velopment of its life manifests itself in a complicated
system of curious phenomena, which only in part can
be compared to those happening upon our earth. Mars
possesses an atmosphete like the earth; its poles are
covered with white patches which alternately increase
and decrease; it exhibits meteorological changes.
The surface of the planet is divisible into two
class are

If

parallel sec-

Schiapa-

plication takes place.

that envelops the canal as the

bright in color, the shades varying from orange to deep

its

transformation have not yet been sufficiently observed
since a fog always overspreads the canal before the du-

dead, like that of the moon; Mars lives; and the de-

red; the divisions of the other class are dark,
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cut by a single one,

is

wonderful accuracy of the observations of former astronomers. They show that the surface of Mars is not

first

Two

taneously along the whole length of the canal.

double canal

•

A SURVEY OF

1889.

7,

feature
It

of the

does not,

he says, appear to hide the phenomenon, but to evolve it. He

compares

it

to a

number

of soldiers

who

disperse with-

out order to arrange themselves again in two columns.

The arrangement
cross,

and the

of the lakes

where two canals

size of the canals, follow certain laws.

duplications are always equal in breadth and the

lakes (as can be seen in the instances of the crossing
of

Euphrates and Protonilus, observed

at

different

times) also appear double, following the direction of
the duplicated canal.

see.

Besides the

slow changes that have been ob-

served in the distribution of these colors, white specks

E„ph,

have been seen at the periods of opposition; thus, one
to which Schiaparelli has given the name of Nix Atlantica and which he says equaled the southern Pole
in

whiteness.

The most wonderful phenomena, however,
canals.

Their name, like

designations,

all

are the

the other topographical

was adopted merely

for the

sake of con-

because Schiaparelli supposed
them to be similar to terrestrial canals. Indeed their
size would be too large to admit of such a comparison.

venience and not at

all

They form

Mars being the best known of the planets, has quite
monopolized our interest. But the other members of
the solar system are not quite forgotten.
The familiar red spot on the surface of Jupiter has
been employed by Herr Lohse, of Potsdam, to calcu-

nets of straight lines with an apparent diameter of from 15 to 20 seconds and even more. Their
breadth is not constant. Where two or rhore canals

late

meet, as a rule, lakes are formed.

ning, of Bristol, has recently established analogous re-

'

once more the rotation

of the planet.

Mr. Jen-

these canals

is

The process

of

from numerous observations of the spot, and it
appears, in consequence, that the rotation time of the

duplication does not require more than one or a few

planet, as thus obtained, has been different in different

The most puzzling phenomenon

of

their duplication into parallel bands.

days, and

it

seems

that the

change takes place simul-

sults

years.

In 1885-86, from calculations of 659 rotations.

THE OPEN COURT.
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was found to be 9 hours, 59 minutes, 41. i seconds;
which was an increase of 7 seconds since 1879. At
it

the present time

it

is,

really rotates

That would

be indeed astounding, since heretofore astronomers
have regarded the rotation times of the planets and
especially that of the earth, which is equal to a side-

—

day

—as

the most constant quantities presented

The evident

to observation.

inference

rather, that

is,

the red spot, considered with reference to its vicinage,
does not remain at rest, but is slowly displaced, in the

course of time,

—not

always, however, in the

same

di-

and now the other. Future
observation, perhaps, will furnish more definite information regarding these movements, and make disclos-

rection, but

now

in one,

ures as to the real nature of this interesting appearance.
Remarkable light-phenomena, not noticed hitherto, are

planet,

As

R.

AND HUMAN.

THAYER.

apparently, decreasing again.

Are we to infer from this, that Jupiter
on its axis with an inconstant velocity?

real

BV WILLIAM

reported in the vicinity of the second largest
the ring-encircled Saturn, by Dom Lamey.

early as 1868 this astronomer, with a four-inch re-

I

WONDER

not that Christianity, as expounded by

the dominant creeds,

men.
that

I

all

is losing its hold on the hearts of
wonder, rather, that any religion which asserts

mankind were damned by the sin of a single
Adam, and that all may be redeemed by the

ancestor,

single sacrifice of Jesus, should have survived through

eighteen centuries.

No

doctrines

more preposterously

have ever been
solemnly promulgated and stubbornlj' believed by civilized b.eings. If I told you that one of your forebears
in the tenth century was a cut-throat, and that therefore you and all your posterity must be hopelessly sinful, you would laugh at me; just as you would laugh
if I should tell you that all the descendants of a saintly
person are assured of everlasting bliss. To him who
searches his moral nature no conviction is clearer than
that his soul's welfare or disease depends upon himat variance with experience than these

self.

The example

of

good or

evil

men may

affect

this

him, but the decision to follow either of them conies

immediate region, somewhere between the paths of
fifth and sixth satellites, Minas and Titan, certain
appearances of light, formed like rings; and since 1884,
from observations made on the top of Grignon, favored
by an unusually clear atmosphere and with a more
powerful telescope, Dom Lamey is convinced of having frequently recognized their exact forms. These

from within. Your identity, differing from all that
have ever been or ever will be, is inviolable: no man
can wrest it from you, nor have you the power to
alienate it from yourself.
In each of us is set up this
holy of holies, whose threshold no stranger may cross:
conscience sits in judgment there. You cannot persuade her that your neighbor's sinfulness justifies you
in sinning; nor that his virtue atones for your iniquity.
By yourself alone can you be degraded or uplifted.
Ponder it well would you wish it otherwise? Would
you have your soul in j'our brother's keeping? Would
you be no better than a chameleon, which borrows the
hue of the last bush it glides beneath? No stronger
than the subject whom the mesmerist compels to absurd antics and involuntary crime? No a thousand
times no! Let us give thanks that the soul is verily
that each of us can resolve, "Whatever
self-centred
any one does or says, I must be good."
But the burden of the interpreters of Scripture has
been from the first, that we are saved or damned by
the acts of others. These twisters of texts deprive man
of his dignity, and make of him a passive slave, who
was sold into perdition by Adam, unless he be ransomed by Christ. Worst of all, the bargain was struck
and sealed ages before we, the poor chattels, were
born! No grocer, no cobbler, would do business after
such a method: yet in this spiritual barter the everlasting weal of human souls is at stake.
Protestantism and Romanism have vied with each
other in branding these twin falsehoods into the faith
of Christians.
I am not discussing whether Christ
himself taught this monstrous doctrine or not, but I
am examining some of the phases of actual Chris-

fracting telescope, at Strassburg, noticed

beyond

the

rings of light are, according to his account, four in

number; but are only seldom visible in their full exAs their brilliancy is strongest at the very point
tent.
where the satellites are in proximity to each other, the

phenomenon

—

is

not explainable as the effect of con-

being the case, moreover, that they surpass
This interesting obin brilliance the nearest satellite.
servation, it is true, has as yet not been confirmed from
trast,

it

other quarters.

Perhaps, after this suggestion, the

possessors of larger telescopes will direct their attenmore closely to these doubtful objects.

tion

The moon, according

to

Langley's measurements,

does not seem to be so dreadfully cold, as was formerly the opinion of scientists. By reason of its lacking an- envelopment answering to our atmosphere,
however, it must still be extremely uninhabitable
But
quite the opposite of our dear neighbor Mars.
why has the moon no atmosphere even approaching
ours in density ? Grenstedt explains this from the

Both the earth
and the moon are like meteoric masses which, when
exposed to the air, oxydize; but by reason of the lesser

light density of the lunar substance.

moon

oxidation in

its interior spread
and even before its
original fire became extinc't, the air and the water of
its surface were chemically imprisoned in its rocks.

density of the

more

freely tharf in the

earth,

—

—

—

a he:

open court.

I do not cite passages from the New Testament, or from the early Fathers, but I limit myself to
a few characteristic quotations from modern repre-

tianity; so

Hear,

sentatives of Christian sects.

first,

what Lati-

mer, one of the venerable shapers of the Anglican

Church, bids every believer to reply to the question,
"Who art thou?" "I am of myself, and by myself,
coming from my natural father and mother, the child
of the ire and indignation of God, the true inheritor
of hell, a lump of sin, and working nothing of myself but
all

towards

than

I have

hell,

I have

better help of another
Luther asserts that " there's

except

of myself."* So
all created things have degenerated by

no doubt that

reason of original sin."
Lost, this the moral of

This is the theme of Paradise
The Pilgrim's Progress, the po-

and the prose epic of evangelical Protestantism.
Bunyan's hero, whose career is intrinsically as selfish
as that of any hermit in the Thebaid, shrinks not from
classing "wives, husbands, and children" with " /;(?rlots, lusts, pleasures, honors, precious stones, and what
not," among the wares vended by Beelzebub in Vanity
Fair: but Christ, he says, "had no mind to the merchandize, and, therefore, left the town without laying
out so much as one farthing upon these vanities."
Cardinal Newman, who should understand the more
enlightened orthodox Romanism of our own time, utters a similar opinion: "//"there is a God, since there
is a God, the human race is implicated in some terrietical

ble aboriginal calamity.

purposes of

its

as the fact of

is

This

Creator.

its

It

out of joint with the
is

a fact, a fact as true

existence; and thus the doctrine of

becomes alas certain as that the world exists, and as the
existence of God."t
Verily, logic has invented no other syllogism so diabolical as this: The human race is wicked; God, who
what
most

is

theologically called original sin

created the
race

is

human

wicked.

race, is good; therefore, the

Can we not hear such

human

a Creator ex-

claim to his creatures: "I love perfection, and have

made

thee imperfect.

I

am

all-skillful,

all-powerful,

and have made thee out of joint. Yet shalt thou worship my perfection, and my justice, and my love, and
thou shalt thank me for having made thee liable to
eternal damnation, or thou wilt surely be damned."
Such is the threat of this bungling mechanician to his
important machine. This is the hideous fetish still
worshipped as God in many Christian churches: unless it be that the worshippers do not believe in their
hearts the creed their lips profess.
ligion a terror

— that

is

God

a tyrant, re-

the meaning of those

dogmas

which Latimer, and Luther, and Newman, and Andover
sectaries disseminate.
But, as has been truly said,
" I cannot think that there was ever any scared into
" Striiioiis

an

^ Apologia

pro Vita Sua.

llic

Card.

1529.
p. 268

heaven: they go the

1501
fairest

God without a hell."
When you come out, on

way

to

heaven that would

serve

Sunday evening, from

a

a

church where these atrocious doctrines have been reiterated and upheld, what sense of relief, of peace, of
expansion is this, which fills you as you breathe the
untainted air, and look up at the mysterious stars?

They

too are

comprehended

braces you; and those

in the destiny

fire-flies

which em-

twinkling in yonder

meadows, and the crickets chirping in the grass. Do
you see here, or anywhere, a sign that the Omnipotence which kindled a light in those stars and on the
wings of those tiny insects, which gave a tune to those
crickets and night-birds, is bent on persecuting you?
What spite has the Everlasting against you? The
ears have heard the. sermon, but the soul revolts
against it.
Concience publishes anew the sanctity of
the individual soul, and the gospel of self-reliance and
responsibility.
Reason refuses to impute to God
wrathfulness and malice which the worst men would
not practice.

But

if

you do believe that a ferocious Elohim mis-

governs the universe; that he has created every
being with a predisposition for hell, degrading

human
man in

below the beasts, which dread nothing and hope
if you believe that only a few of those who
have heard the name of Christ shall be saved, and
this

nothing;

that millions of millions, born before Christ's time or

heathen countries, are to be damned without a
hearing: do not so stultify your conscience and corin

rupt

all

terms as to

call this

monster good, God.

If

Elohim were omnipotent, the true God, and source
all

thoughts and creatures,

— instead of being the

ception of half-barbarous

— whence

of

con-

Hebrews three thousand

you have derived these
Whence could your
reverence of justice and love have emanated? Certainly, not from him; but from some spiritual potentate antagonistic to him, as Prometheus was to Zeus;
the source from which every unselfish act and wish
has flowed. Ah, sad is it that the dove who should
carry Christ's olive-branch of peace and love and
hope, has been accompanied and overshadowed
throughout the ages by the vultures of Elohim and
Ahriman, birds of prey and darkness before whose
terrifying screams and cruel talons men have cowered
and quailed, unheeding the sweet tidings of the messenger of Love!
Ah me! Ah me! how have we recklessly bandied
from mouth to mouth the names of the deepest mysteries; gossiping, as of familiar househould affairs, of
infinity, eternity, immortality, and of the everlasting,
incomprehensible God! And now the question, What
do iL'e knoiv? brings us to bay, and strikes us dumb.
We, who have never yet established our earthly regyears ago

could

purer ideals of virtue and mercy?
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imen so

that

it

has endured unchanged for a single
stretch forth our hand and pluck

who cannot

year; we,

a single blossom from to-morrow, nay, from an hour

beyond the present: we yet presume
of

human

to

souls through all eternit}', to

fix

the state

alltft

the ses-

sions and occupations of heaven and the penalties and

We, who cannot

anguish of

hell!

a bereaved

sister, or

— who

soothe the heart of

mitigate the despair of a brother

behold struggling and falling around us multi-

—

whom we

cannot or do not succor we prattle
complacently about those who are to be saved or
damned! Let us put away presumption! Let our insignificance teach us humility! Let our bond of human
kinship unite us in charity!
The mystery of Evil has
never been unravelled by the fingers of logic or theology; the Burden of Sin has never been exorcised by
Orphic psalm-singing and sermons. He who has
looked, in some awful moment, upon the abysses
which mortal sight can never fathom, and has realized, however dimly, that they are unfathomable; who
has seen, as in a vision, the universal toss and surge,
and the boundless possibilities of life; he will not presume, in lower moods, to babble thereof. " If your
tudes

strength allow, behold," says the Keeper of Mysteries;

"but you

may

Awed and humbled,

reveal no secrets."

for the sins of our predecessors, just as

The

It

takes exertion on our part to acquire

the treasures of our spiritual existence:
"

Whatever thy fathers have bequeathed
Earn it anew, to really possess it."

These are actual, insistent,
and within reach. Let him consecrate himself to
them, and his energy will expand; let him merge his
desires in their welfare, and his perplexities will
slumber. The spectator of a battle is appalled by a
sense of the peril and horror which beset the combat-

of sin-

forms a living whole, and humanity,
the intellectual life of mankind, is one unitary growth
in which the men of history are only parts, and transient phases,

it

whose

and

efforts

cannot be under-

lives

stood unless the development of the entire race be

taken into consideration.

p. c.

THE PRINCIPLES OF GOOD AND EVIL
BY CORA

"In

IN FICTION.

PALMER.

H.

the science of sound," says Mr.

J.

H

Shorthouse,* " there

are partial tones which are unheard but which blend with the

tones that are heard and

make

all

the difference between the paltry

note of the poorest instrument and the supreme note of a violin.
So, in the science of

life,

in

the crowded street or market-place,

or wherever life is, there are partial tones, there are
unseen presences. Side by side with the human crowd is a crowd
of unseen forms
Principalities and Powers and Possibilities."
or theatre,

—

ants: but the soldier thinks only of the justice of his

cause, of the duty of courage, of the glory of victory.

thee:

Mankind cannot be considered an agregate
gle individuals;

sufferings, the needs, of his fellow-men,

these he can understand.

we

as

or unconsciously accepted the merits or demerits of
his ancestors.

the gazer turns for relief to the world lighted by the
sun.

much

ransoming deeds and thoughts.
Individualism looks upon each individual as a separate being who, whatever he be, is supposed to be independent, and to exist of himself, and who, for good
This
or evil, is responsible to no one but to himself.
view is wrong: The individual is what he is through
others and mainly through his ancestors; he has to
But
suffer with them, and inherits their blessings.
Mr. Thayer is right in blaming those who literally
believe in hell and think that a man can be damned
or saved for all eternity without his having consciously

are saved through their

So, too, in literature there are

unspoken messages, there are

hidden meanings which compliment the written word and flood
with the light of every-day experience the by-paths of fanciful

THE VICARIOUS ATONEMENT.
Mr. William R. Thayer, while

thought.

justly criticizing

the absurd views of the radical perversity of
the

dogma

of vicarious

to us, the truth

We

really

and

which

atonement, overlooks,
lies

hidden

in

—of

it

seems

these doctrines.

literally inherit the sins as

blessings of our ancestors

man and

well as the

our bodily ancestors as

well as of our spiritual ones.

Our bodily ancestors are those whose blood runs in
our veins, most of whom (the American nation being
chiefly Teutonic) lived, in Tacitus's time, on the banks
of the Rhine and Weser.
Our spiritual ancestors are
those men whose ideas we have accepted, those who
contributed to the growth of our present civilization,
the Greeks and Romans, the Hebrew* and other
nations of antiquity.

Now, we

are indeed punished

Mr. Thayer speaks of the half-barbarous Hebrews. We might just as
well speak of the semi-civilized Greek. Our Hebrew literature, we must not
forget, contains the germs of our ethical ideals of to-day; and the decalogue of
*

Moses

is

in its

way

at least as classical as

Homer,

Plato,

and Aristotle together.

In

"The

Countess Eve" Mr,

J.

H. Shorthouse

has,

with a

wealth of imagery and exquisite description, interwoven the prob-

—

lem of Eden and the problem of Faust the search after happiness and the search after higher life.
To be of value, an allegory must embody fundamental truth.
However individual opinions as to the origin and credibility of the
Mosaic history may vary, the principles underlying the story of
Paradise Lost are co-existent with human life and human fallibility.
Temptation and its consequences are not the less cogent
because faith and scepticism, science and scholasticism, consider
them from widely different standpoints. Whether body and soul
be dual or indivisible there are impulses inherent which work for
evil as there are tendencies intrinsic which strive for good.
Relatively we may consider causes, practically we must deal with realthough
sults; for
thoroughly to reform a man it may be necessary to begin with his grandfather, to help a
to begin

with himself.

much how

or

why

The

evil is here,

vital question,

as in

man

it

isonly possible

therefore,

what way

evil

not so

is

may be

over-

come, and the author who affords honest help to his fellows, though
it be in one sentence or one precept only,
has done more for huThe Countess Eve.
and

New

York.

A. C.

By J. D. Shorthouse.
McClurg & Co., Chicago.

MacMillan & Co.

London
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manity than he who

volumes with abstruse theory and specu-

fills

lation.

The

inculcation of personal responsibility,

not alone for the

— carried to

deeds done in the body, but for the thoughts engendered in the

law of self-restraint

mind

creed that degrades.

is

the only training that will keep the whole

equipoise;

life in

makes of man an independeiit. thinking,
and not a mere puppet dancing on wires of
heredity to the measures of circumstance. For surely the doctrine
that man " is no more responsible for his character than for the
help the weak-hearted or
shape of his nose, " will never serve to
to raise up those who fall."
Every soul has its Arbor ri/,c in that which stands as the exponent of the greatest excellence to which existence is attainable,
and whatever would belittle or degrade this individual ideal must
encounter the flaming sword that intervenes to guard the tree of
life.
Moral, like physical electricity, has a duplex and diametric
action.
No one ever retrograded by following consistently the

1503

is good but the slave of his feelings, a born actor to whom all parts
are alike." His theory of life is the materialists' creed.
It is the creed of indulgence that knows nothing of the higher

the only training that

author shows the deterioration of

willing personage,

spiritual or

'

'

highest instincts of his nature, yet mistaken opinion

much

that in itself

fore, is of

may

lead to

the reverse of excellent; education,

is

doubtful value unless

it

mind

teach the

what

and the true uses of our nature.
more baneful than absolute evil, for not
only does it destroy where it ought to quicken, but it reacts against
the existence of that right reason in which and by which all good
is nourished.
Ever)- new-made home is a possible Eden, every
new-made soul a possible Faust.
really are the higher impulses

Perverted good

is

often

Mr. Shorthouse confronts the problems from the orthodox
at the same time recognizing and utilizing all the
subtile influences of night, and storm, and darkness; all the charm
point of view,

of

music

and

of spring in the air
to beat

and

in the spiritual

down

in

the heart;

in

the barriers of

virtue triumphant over sin.

Eve.

It is

all

all

the witchery

the grace of forgiveness

memory and remorse; all
The author pays tribute to

woman

strength of purity in

the sensual worlds;

in his conception of the

the eager curiosity to see

life;

until

all

lightly

ience burns in rain

"There

present.

There

A

is

in

if it

is

motif of the story

wife's paradise

is

Countess
the fresh

human

the

— not

—

that, independent of heredity and circumstances, the choice of
conduct and the development of character lies with the individual,
and that temptation if not the result, is, in any case, largely under

the control of the individual will.

Mr. Shorthouse
site

natures

skillfully utilizes the effect of

when he makes

to the

pure

in spirit is the

The author draws
and

'

form; nevertheless a persistent effort of will
la Valliere to see the tempter a second time.

A

grace of an ideal

mon among

life,

effect

is

the tree

it

which swings outswing inward as well.

way back

into paradise unbarred.

in the

sins themselves.

Mr. Shorthouse has embodied the
ideal of a pure soul above and beyond any thought of evil, elevating by his presence everything w-ith which he is brought in contact, while in the actor la Valliere are concentered material graces
matchless fascination of an
of person, mind, and manner, in the
In the musician de Brie,

'

attractive nature

'

— " plastic

cal

is

required to enable

'

novelists of a pseudo-educational school,

man

that

Satiety

is

as pernicious in theory as

as clay in the potter's hand,

and yet

it

is

unavailing in reform.

is

more stepping stones

and their readers

of noble lives

will

be

in

danger of tumbling into the morass against which they fain
would point a warning finger-post.
Few writers of English fiction have depicted more beautiful
characters than Mr. Shorthouse, and fewer yet possess that power
of description which, with wonderful alchemy, transmutes into exless

quisite poetry his prose.

FORCE.
BY JOHN

The

B.

WOOD.

constitution of the material universe as revealed

by

sci-

two great divisions. One
of these embraces ordinary gravitating matter, having three forms
is this.

Matter

lies in

or modes of manifestation, as a solid, a liquid, or a gas.
is

the ethereal

itself invisible,

medium

other

unweighable, intangible.

All the changes

and appearances of the material universe are

cases of motion actual or potential obtaining
cles,

The

traversed by the waves of light and heat;

masses; or through the

medium

among

atoms, parti-

before mentioned.

Given the matter with motions (conditioned in certain cases
upon the kind of atoms or particles concerned) and the complexity
of existence and change is logically inevitable. Mere continuity of
existence, mere persistence, is rest obtaining in masses, particles,
atoms, or in the medium; the latter, if absolute darkness and cold
really are

Rest

anywhere.
itself

is

stated in terms of motion.

It is

dependent on

nothing but a lovely

manifestly the type of man's natural organism, phys-

value and effect to two conditions of motion of equal rates in the
same straight line; but pointing, as it does, towards the opposite

own. * * *
masque."

Here

is

training

conditions such that any one taken singly would determine motion
While all together are equal in
of a definite rate and direction.

attractive as though
its

'

must stray through quagmires of dissipation and starve in deserts
of cynicism ere he can reach the serene heights where virtue

a sharp line between sins of circumstance

it is

whom

had given the
comes like a breath of fresh air into the
vitiated atmosphere of our modern fiction heated with passion and
befogged by the vapors of unhealthy imagination. The notion comcharacter like de Brie, to

ence, briefly stated

consequences entailed and in the
on character that his distinction is made, rather than in the

sins of will, but

music on oppo-

the strains of the violin, through

which de Brie expresses the holy joy of a pure love,' bring to the
actor temptation, vague and uncertain, but temptation in visible

love."

paradise without virtue,

always, and not often does

offenses.

advanced thought on the institution of marriage
through the attack on the sanctity of the marriage bond, but
perhaps the most valuable doctrine inculcated by the allegory is

light not the pit-falls in the path of the

her husband's heart and love

many

plainly the attack by certain phases

not virtue! These same teachers would hardly give a
child arsenic to teach it the effect of poisonous drugs, or the rum
Let authors furnish
bottle to educate it against intemperance.

of life in the midst of her garden, the door of

ward
Only

is

of so-called

him seeking elsewhere the comThe lamp of experher rightful home.

in

as the influence of the

dwells,

no entrance into Paradise without

no continuance

man

applauds and lightly condones so

The

longings of her nature turn from

panionship denied her

the

the joy of

enjoyment of congenial companionship, and the unconscious innocence that thinketh no evil, which constitutes at once her greatest
danger, her greatest safe-guard, and her greatest charm. Steeped
in the oblivion of a blind remorse for the transgressions of his
youth, her husband's abstraction builds a barrier against which
the soul-wings of the wife beat helplessly,

is

the innate

the genuine womanliness of the heroine, the longing

for a wider experience,

it

moral nature is gradually withdrawn, until in carrying
out his theory of enjoyment he sinks to the level of the sensualist,
loses
at
the last even the approbation of the world which
and

there-

to discern

consequence,

its logical

In the development -of the narrative the

He

is

it

had absorbed the grace

nothing

in himself,

he

is

of all natures into

and mental perfection independent of moral

restraint.

"He

portions of limitless space.
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When,

therefore,

any inquiry

we

material fact or change,

is

started as to the cause of

any

are in reality busying ourselves about

some motion or motions.
from experiments and observations interpreted by mathis found to be conditioned by
circumstances belonging to one or both of two possible classes.
Those which relate to the state of motion or of rest of the body at
the instant logically precedent to the time with which the inquiry
has to do, are of one class. The term generally used as descriptive is inertia.
The term, though belonging to the older metathe cause of

Now

ematical analysis, any case of motion

life and action to " dead brute matter," will
There is no word associated with the phenomenon indicated
which is better. Those circumstances which relate to the placing
of other bodies, effective at the time upon the body in question,
belong to the second class. The word environment, though having
a specialized meaning in relation to the Darwinian theory of or-

physics which grudged
do.

ganic progress, will not be inapt in regard to this class of causes.

Upon

inertia

and environment then, results depend. The moany point of its travel at the rate of

tion of this earth of ours, at

some eighteen miles a second
solar orb,

depends

its journey around the
upon its rate and direction of
the second, upon the placing of all the

complete

gravitating bodies of the universe; not to speak of such dust, peb-

and meteorites as

and become incorporated with it.
The path of a rifle projectile at any instant depends upon its
line and rate of motion logically antecedent, and upon the earth
and its atmosphere and whether there is a wind or not. The heat
generated when a cannon ball strikes a steel plate is due to the
rate, weight, direction, of motion, of the ball, and to the steel plate.
Now, inertia itself was a result. In inquiring then for the ulbles,

strike

it

timate cause of motion, as long as inertia of motion

is found it is
backwards in time. That is we
are logically referred to the infinite.
Broadly speaking the earth
moves at this moment because it moved some hundreds of thou-

plain

Why

we must-push our

inquiries

such motions or tendencies to motion?

The answer usually given is this. This or that force is the
cause.
The force of gravitation sways the earth inwards towards
the solar ball.
The force of elasticity allows the particles of rubber to push violently outwards.
The force of heat sets the water
particles in rapid motion (relative to the mean places which they
occupy

the mass) so that the effect

in

is

that of a highly elastic

body.
all cases it is assumed that force is a something which really
and that the existence of the force is necessary to explain
and does in fact explain the phenomena.
Now that uneasy skepticism which will not admit propositions
as truths without evidence asks, if you please, a little disturbing
question
"What fact testifies in favor of force as an existence?"

In

exists;

—

We

in the first place

And, in

flight just before.

to

around the sun? Why does a rubber ball flung against the
ground recover its shape and by an outward thrust of its elastic
particles leap backwards in the air?
Why does one cubic inch of
water transformed to steam, need seventeen hundred inches of
elbow-room; and why will the particles fly asunder to push a piston
or sound a whistle in the hurry of their enlargement and escape?
travel

We

see the facts of the placings of bodies, particles, or atoms.

see the facts of the motions or tendencies to motion towards or

away from each

other.

And

that

is all

that experience

makes

of

it.

most general expression, experience says " it moves. " To
say additionally " the force caused the motion " is only a repetition
For if any
in other language of the bare statement "it moves."
thing more is in the second proposition than that the facts were so,
what can the anything more really be? What is the force and
.where? Take gravitation. Is the force in the moving body, in the
other bodies or in both; is it in space between bodies? Does it extend in a line, as for example, now at this moment, from the solar
centre to the place unknown, where some unseen unknown comet
In

its

flies;

destined to appear to astonished millions on the earth in

now? Does

tens or hundreds of thousands of years from

it

some

pervade

sands or millions of years ago. And if, as supposed, the solar system is because of the condensation and gravitation towards a focus

space without

of the parts of a

without breach of continuity either of force or comet, an example

is

nebulous

fog, for as long as

assumed, must the ultimate cause of this

motion of those parts
earth's motion on that

Back

side of the investigation elude mental analysis.

motion— what?

ula in

And

— more motion of times older

of the neb-

still.

This pebble in a sand bank is there surneighbor pebbles, boulders, and sand grains mo-

so of rest.

—

rounded by its
tionless; and has been so for years on years.
Gravitation pulls
from moment to moment towards the earth-centre four thousand
odd miles away. Every bit of matter in fact, in the universe tugs
at

it

and has tugged

at

for long sweeps of time.

it

But the

re-

sistance to compression of the particles of the underlying beds of

sand and rock, the ball of the vast earth, in fact refuses now as in
former times to move into any smaller space and so the pebble is
there in what

we

call

its

place,

still,

motionless.

Now why

cometic haze

known

to us all

It

is

its

and seen every day, a

vulgar matter of fact

plain,

perhaps here said by somebody that there are many
we do not understand, which, nevertheless, not only

things which

may

of that (perchance) floating cakes of ice, or a slow
moving glacier had moved the piece of which our pebble is a worn
down remnant. In a still earlier day, grain by grain of it had been

Grant

sort of a being?

ward.

Back

an ocean of influence through which any
way at the rate of some miles a second

its

would say) of space. And how is its
existence and can the force of gravitation pull matter, or some other force push it, any better than
matter can pull or push other matter across an interspace? Do
we not want a cause for the cause, a why for the why, a stone
under the tortoise which carries the elephant which carries the
world? Is our force, in other words, any more than so much more
matter wearing a disguise and imposing himself on credulous people as being an aristocrat of mysterious origin and superior nature
to the commonplace individual which fills space and moves in it,

pull conceivable?

there?

over.

it?

of joint tenancy (as lawyers

is it

We are. as before, referred from instant to instant backTendencies to motion exactly counterbalanced are found
from instant to instant backwards in time until in some day of old
we come to that time when the waters deposited it and covered it

filling

may make

Most true. But this
but must be believed and accepted.
appeal to ignorance should have come in at an earlier stage of the

A

must be believed in whether we can place it logwhether we can know what its relations to other
things are, whether we can understand its whys and wherefores or
not.
Force is brought in because we cannot understand why matter acts on matter through an interspace; why not stop just there,
inquiry.

fact

ically or not,

slowly dropped, to be built in solidly together, under the waters of
the sea.
And so on and on the mind flies. And back of all are
same fire mists and moving portions of the condensing gravi-

architectural construction on a basis of a hypothetical force

tating nebula of the solar system.

needs the faith denied to the certain fact?

the

On

then cause escapes us. Now the environment.
Not as to existence but as to influence. Can we do any better?
this side

Why

is

it

that attraction

bodies, particles, or atoms?

on through space

in

and repulsion take place between

Why

does the earth instead of flying

a straight line bend

away

to arch its line of

why

Why

not believe in the fact of action across space.

Force, then, does not exist in fact.

symbolic.

The word has

importance and value.
Let us explain.

Its

a real meaning.

Force

actual fact in concrete terms,

we say

One

is

which
ideal,

of the highest

thought not as a thing.

exists as a

Instead of stating

only existence

go into

all

that

it

the conditions of any

was due

to a

certain
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Take

force or forces.

stone and the earth, the distance of each from
of gravity, the times

general expression

By

ing.

we

this

thecpmmon

'

'

center

and rates of motion towards that center under
instead of that sort of statement

the circumstances,

force of gravitation

" to

really imply not only that

we

use the

describe the happenthe particular fact de-

pended upon natural laws and relationship, that it was a part of
That it
the order of nature; but that it was one case of a class.
was onetjf a possible infinity of facts all subjected to natural law
and conditioned by e.xistence and events. We in effect say that
the mathematical expression of the values of space, time, matter,
and motion, involved in the particular case, in its most general
form is good for the infinity of space, time, matter, and motion.
So far, that is, as we are entitled to make any assertions concerning,

Metaphysicians

the case of a stone falling to the earth from

Instead of particulars about the amount of matter in the

rest.

letters

said that

mind

is

high abstractions with capital

less as real beings, will

of matter exerting a force

of expression

converse

fully as justifiable as the

is

to be unforced.

To

or soul, willed without cause."

It

so of volition, such metaphysicians hold

forgotten that the

not have it
upon mind.

conscious of force exerted upon matter.

is

save free-will the "I, the

self,

"I"

is

an

itself

effect;

it

phenomenon

a

itself

acting and being manifested according to certain corKlitions, laws,

modes of activity. If the logic which
makes of Force or Cause a reality is good for anything, there
must be an abstract soul-force separate and outstanding from the
concrete individuality; which high abstraction is the true force
necessitating all mental states and absolutely dominating the muchformulas, descriptive of the

to-be-saved Free-Will, which soul-force

is itself

forced or caused.

the infinite.

FORCE AND CAUSATION.

Force is thus the name of the generalized cause of any event,
motion is the name of any event. A little analysis will dis-

close

why

it

In

all

istent.

has been supposed to be the

name

of

some

thing, ex-

cases of motion there must be a condition of motion.

But no one concrete condition is such in any other case of motion
than its own. Motion in the abstract seems to require a condition,

name and, though
an existence really correspondent in
is no such entity as motion in the
Mojion must always be the motion of some thing, in

a unity of cause, in the abstract. Give a general

only ideal,
fact.

It

is

abstract.

some

it

seems

to denote

forgotten that there

The
The in-

definite direction, of a definite rate, of a definite kind.

question

is

not then about motion at large, but motions.

quiry as to the cause of motion
iarity in respect of

which

all

is in

reality a search for the pecul-

conditions of motions resemble each

other.

The mistake made
(a-|-b) (a

is

as

if

an algebraist having shown that

— b) ^ a^ — b^, should go on after this fashion.

"Now

any two numbers whatever. But as 6 and 4 cannot
numbers but 6 and 4 (and so of any pair of numbers),
there must be some real entities immanent in numbers, but not
being numbers, of which it is true that the product of their sum
and difference is equal to the difference of their squares." Or as
if one were to say:
"This, that, and the other bodies all agree in
this one quality or condition, to wit: the filling of space; but, as no
one body occupies the very space occupied by another body, therefore there must be an abstract existence or reality. Body; which
entity is that by virtue of which each individual concrete body
this is true of

represent any

own mdividual

fills its

into

an

own

Force

another potent factor.

is

outsidt: existence,

feelings

because

In this

way

man

name

especially translatable

is

projects outside of himself

and pictures external nature as

sembling himself

to

some extent

re-

the feeling of effort, antecedent to

observed motion derived from the agency of

man and animals gave

antecedent to motion,

power possessed by conscious natural agents,
when animal conscious effort was out of the

And when

the ideas of conscious natural agents exert-

rise to the notion of a

question.

ing power faded away, the

names given

to

them kept

alive the be-

a resident something distinct from nature which determined

lief in

material activities.

Force
world.
later

is

no more a cause

Whether we

EDITORI.^L

COMMENT UPON

MR. JOHN

B.

WOOd's ESSAY.

Mr. John B. Wood's essay on Force, treats a subject which is
intimately connected with the problem of causation as it has been
explained in the editorials of The Open Court, Nos 55, 58, 59, and
60.
The whole trend of Mr. Wood's argumentation is the same
" must
as that presented by The Open Court. The term " Cause
be restricted to "motions which produce changes." Causes are
always single facts, real events, that happen in a certain place and
at a certain

time.

causes take

effect,

must be carefully

"
From the term "cause" the " reasons why
why certain motions produce certain changes
The reasons, or grounds, or rtiisons
e.xcluded.

are not single facts or events but abstract conceptions.
of the same kind are generalized and formulated

d'etre,

Many phenomena
as a natural law.
is

force which

Gravity (the
also;

it

Gravitation

All natural laws are abstractions.

a natural law in which

all

is

cases of gravity are formulated.

treated in gravitation)

an abstract

is

does not exist as a thing of itself behind the phenomena
It has been abstracted by a mental process from

of gravitation.

phenomena

all

of gravitation,

and the idea of gravity serves the

*
very useful purpose of facilitating our comprehension
It is an enormous economy of thought that we are enabled to
think

all

gravitating

phenomena

phenomena by one concept; and
from one point

of one kind

is

to

view

all

the nature of the pro-

cess of comprehension.

There are philosophers who imagine that the ruuoiis d'ltre
call and confound with causes) are realities, and these
realities are supposed to be the real agents behind phenomena.
Such philosophers speak of "the cause of gravity," meaning
thereby the raison d'etre, the more general law which will comprise
the generalization " gravity " as one special kind and thus will ex(which they

space."

Besides the confusion of thought created by a general
there

all

spell all the

we are conscious

But the turn

And

who

them more or

treat

assertion that

just as

his

and
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in

the mental than in the material

deal with sensation and perception as the

terms of a series which begins with material existences and

and proceeds from the objective and outward to the subjective and inward; or travel from the formed purpose to the muscular antecedents to material motion, from mind to matter; ordeal
with the correlations of mental facts in any and all cases we cannot put our finger on force as a thing, a cause. We are only ascertaining similarities of the conditions of phenomena and giving
names to those similarities.
activities

—

This raison d'etre of gravity, just as much as gravitation
an abstract and does not exist of itself except in our
mind where it is employed in economizing thought.
All forces have been abstracted from natural phenomena for
the purpose of explaining natural phenomena, for the purpose of

plain

and

it.

gravity, is

classing all

phenomena

and determining their
and differences from other groups of

of one kind together

relations, their similarities to,

phenomena. Now such philosophers as are not able to discriminate
between causes and raisons d'itrc imagine that the forces are the
real things to

be explained.

they imagine

we would-be

If

we could but explain

in possession of the

key

these forces,

to all

problems

Forces, however, being mere abstracts must appear to
them like phantoms that elude all our means of grasping them and
Hence the dogma of the
escape us like the shadows of ghosts.
of nature.

phenomena which

ultimate Unknowability of natural
in

so confidently by all

*The phenomena

of natui

rored in our brain as images.

who do
aflEecting

is

believed

not clearly see that forces are
<
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mere

mere formulas comprising
same kind and abstracted from these single

abstracts, that natural laws are

many

case's of the

causes

— and

Mr. Wood's term "inertia" corresponds in one phase to
" cause," and his expression " environment "to " circumstances "

The Open Court,

in the editorial of

No.

Both causes as well
compre-

55.

as circumstances have to be taken into consideration in

hending the process of causation.

We

force,

Wood

that a " soul-force,"

no more than
But we do
idea has been invented merely to save the
Free-will is often wrongly conceived as an

agree with Mr.

any other

CORRESPONDENCE.

that neither forces nor natural laws are causes.

can be conceived as a reality of

not believe that this

theory of free-will.

itself.

unaccountable fact in the world of natural phenomena as by its
very nature it is supposed no/ to be subject to law. The neces-

THREE STATEMENTS

ToJ/td Editor of

In Jan. 31st issue, pages 1442-44 inclusive

'

is

'

is

an

article that

—

man and
and vividly
describes results that are awful to contemplate, that an intelligent
contemplation, and synthetical and analytical comparison of elements should move multitudes to an honest and earnest search for
with the view to a
the real causes which create such inevitable
ought

be read by every intelligent husband and wife

to

woman — on

the face of this globe.

It

so accurately

—

radical, absolute, certain
I

'

confounded with the forced
result of a will that acts under compulsion.'
Both (though so different), being identified, free will is either rejected as a nonsense
and impossibility, or it is claimed to be an exception in the general
order of nature.
Free will and the responsibility of man for his
actions in case he is not under any compulsion do not at all stand
in contradiction to the conception of Determinism which holds
that all natural phenomena (and man's volition not excepted) are
subject to and can be explained by law.
p. c.
sary determination of a free will

!

The Open Court: —

remedy.

here aver that there are but three

from the
1.

2.

5.
I

innate,

(3)

potential causes, aside

God-made, organizations of man

viz.:

A wicked financial system.
An inequitable taxation system.
Unwise, unpatriotic, vicious
also allege, that

patriotism of

man

system.

tariff

the intelligence, integrity, and inherent

if

for the truth, justice,

and equity, should solve

these three (3) propositions in the true interest of man in majorities, within the domain of our United States government, by conall others would be relieved from
and publishing any future polemic in the field of
possible ethics, save as to the actual transgression by the first pair;
the true and only purpose of Christ's advent; and the grand possi-

stitutional

methods; you, and

talking, writing,

WASTED LOVE.
BY LOUIS BeLROSE,

How many

JR.

bilities in

upturned eyes
waste and kneeled,

hearts, since first with

Our fathers sought the silent
Have burnt their offering in flames

To no man's

am

argument,

reach for man, here

controversy, and doubt, that

rise
I.

And

amid the dark of space, congealed
With fumes from altar, stake, and battle-field
That reeked with blood of human sacrifice.

O

err

heart, our earth

is

—

Without thy warmth no raging blast is meet
fine our gold and cure the curse thereof;
Without thy flame no torch for wandering feet.

To

DAISIES.
BY ELISSA M. MOORE.
"

Wee, modest, crimson-tipped flower
Thou's met

me

in

an

evil

Xxour."— Burns.

Dear little flower with golden heart
The poet still must take your part;
For you the " Inspired Ploughman " sang,
the world your praises rang.

And through

"The way

Wee, modest, crimson-tipped
It surely was no evil hour

flower,

In which his plough-share did you wrong

And brought

A

a burst of wondrous song.

peasant-poet

Held you both

He

— mother earth
fast

from hour

of birth

could not see you die unmoved.

You formed

The
The

fair,

a part of

all

he loved.

wee, flower, the

fair,

simple loves of simple

wee

wife;

life

That live through time, and will not pass
While red-tipped daisies deck the grass.

is

—

?-

hereinbefore state-

of a very near realization of the blessed

in said propositions for

2.

Prejudice.

so plain

—

3.

man's good

—

7vc.

:

Interests.

."

Ia.

WHEELBARROW AND LAND
To the Editor of The Open Court: —

L. H.

Weller.

VALUES.

* * * Wheelbarrow seems to be unable to distinguish between land and land-values, but there is no difficulty in it if he
will do a little solid thinking.
Let him first find out what value
May be we can
is, and then not confound it with anything else.
help him a little.
Suppose we say that value is what people will
give for a thing.
Now land may be very useful and yet worth
nothing.
No matter how useful it may be no one will give anyIf
thing for it if they can get just as good without buying it.
watches like Wheelbarrow's were free, then watches of that grade

would be worth nothing, although they might be very useful timekeepers.
When particular land, for any reason, is wanted by
more than one person, then a value attaches, and that value is just
what any one of them will give for its exclusive use. It is the
competition which makes the value at all, and the greater the competition the greater the value, and it is this value which is proRecognizing the equal
tax.
man, not only to land at all, but to any particular
land, then if two or more want the same land the only way to satisify the rights of all of them and determine which shall have it,
is to turn it over to the one who will pay the most into a common
fund for them all, and in which they all share alike. If it was proposed to tax land, as such, then all land would be taxed; but it is
only valuable land which we seek to tax, and just in proportion
to it« value.
Now can Wheelbarrow understand how that land is
something " that attaches to land by the growth of the community?"
Growth of the community, increase in population, and in-

posed
'

way

up

Independence,

cold for waste of love.

Without thy warmth there is no fire can heat
what need the gods above

The poor man's hearth

Ignorance.

my

correct, as also there are but three (3) condi-

tions standing in the

!

possibilities coiled

Lost in the void, innumerable, they

—

—

in all eternity.
in Paradise
prepared to prove beyond the possibility of successful

ments are absolutely

revealed

beneath unconscious skies

sight,

I

to

be taken under the single

right of every

synonomous terms, and are only difi'erways of stating the cause of land values, * * *
Ravenswood, III,
W. H. Van Ornum.

crease in competition are
ent

THE OPEN COURT
THE SINGLE-TAX.
To

much

mist. * * *
•

who each

"

Henry George.

of

slaught

in his

" exposes the falla-

own way

Not the least amusing phase of the onseem perfectly oblivious of the
forever squelch Henry George, they run

that these fault-finders

is

fact that in their zeal to

counter to established laws, established because in conformity to
and based upon, natural laws. * * *

The Open Court of January

In

who makes bold

barrow,"

17th

an

is

article

by " Wheel-

he has not only

to say at the outset that

WheelProgress and Poverty. " Granted that
barrow " has inherited the average intellect and really believes
that he understands the subject, there is no escaping the inference
read but devoured

'

'

'

'

that the proclaiming of the truth

has certainly

set

is

He

a hopeless task indeed.

up and has probably demolished

man

his

For instance he makes the statement that while the justice
and practicability of Mr. George's land-tax plan is evident, he
parts company from him almost from the beginning because of
fundamental errors. That is to say: Mr. George's doctrine is fundamentally wrong, but the land-tax scheme is all right. How any
plan can be just and still be fundamentally wrong, must be left
The main purpose of this
to others to determine at their leisure.
"
letter shall be to state succinctly what "Progress and Poverty
cusses.

does teach.

rests

is

belong

that the natural resources

— the raw material storehouse

the whole people, not to a few.

If this

truth can be

confuted, then, not only the "single-tax" plan must

among meaningless

homilies.

the " right to

unless

life "

it

men

include the right to the means of

life.

It

land, the source of all wealth,

The "single-tax"

means by which
ideally will,

it is

this right

denoted by the law
lic

is

made

its

own.

It

and enforcing
that alone,

result

from

tribution.

The

"single-tax,"

of rent, the justice of taking this

does more

justice

is

human

of natural opportunities being

fund for pub-

Society by such an act takes

(so far as

conforming

law

to natural

concerned), for while taking

its

own and

and well earned
whether by brain or hand. There is still another

will leave to every individual the full

it

result of his

but a part of the

is

can be asserted.

purposes cannot be questioned.

but

the absolute property of

technicality

The value

where

life,

believed, secure that right as completely as

enactment can. * * *

place

its

to declare to

were mockery

there cannot be an equal right to the means of

individuals.

unsup-

fall

ported, but the Declaration of Independence must take

And

toil,

this simple act of justice, besides a
It

is

urably increased.

more equitable diswould be imiiiensby human de-

that the aggregate of prodticiion

In fact

it

would

sire or the exhaustibility of nature,

only be limited

each of which

The ability of man aided by machinery
nature as much or more than he can desire, is not

finite.

only because our taxing laws have

artificially

it is

held,

to extract

is

in-

from

if

"

men

He

point, viz., the justice

agrees with

Henry George on

I

believe

the

and practicability of land-taxation.

a priori argument that land

God's

is

gift,

given to

all

men

main

The

alike, is

futile.
I do not see why on this basis the Americans should not
send rent, or taxes, or whatever you call it, to the Greenlanders
because the American soil is richfer than that of Greenland. The
only argument in favor of land-taxation can be found in experience

" by a fair trial."
It is perhaps natural that a man like Henry George, convinced of the importance of land-taxation, exaggerates the effects
of his proposed remedy. He is an enthusiast, and he makes a relig-

ion of his cause, but his cause

is

a good one; and when the exag-

gerations are so recognized as to be no longer misleading,

good

come from

will

One

of the

ficulty for

some

it.

main causes

of poverty,

seems

it

to

me,

is

the dif-

of a special talent to find their proper places. This

men

increase the more our industry becomes specialized
would remain at least the same under the conditions proposed by Henry George. Would the inventors, the authors, the
artists, the musicians be really helped if a last resource were open

difficulty will

and

to

it

them

all in

farming, of which they most likely understand but

of an author of some prominence who emigrated
from the British Islands to our country. Twice a farm was procured for him with the pecuniary assistance of friends, and he
I

little?

know

most decidedly.

part of Henry George's land scheme, it seems, is
appreciates the rights of the present land-owners.
Think of a farmer-tenant who buys his farm, paying for it with the

The weakest

that he so

little

sweat of his brow, would he not be entitled

to

a compensation

if

There have been changes in
the social constitution of mankind by which whole classes of society, or single individuals had to suffer, and whenever it was posWhy
sible the state arranged to pay them off or to sell them out.
There is nothing which so
should it not be done in this case.
much prevents the acceptance of Henry George's view as does his
unfair method of indiscriminately classing land owners among
In this he is out-Georged by his
pirates, robbers, and parasites.
Historical
followers, especially by the Rev. Doctor McGlynn.
rights need not be maintained, they can be changed by legislation,
but they have to be considered, and every abolition of antiquated
rights is to be done with fairness.
the George scheme were realized?

Moreover Wheelbarrow

is

right that

sudden changes are dan-

our custom-houses were torn down to-day, if free trade
were suddenly established and a single tax levied on land, this
would bring about a general bankruptcy and an unprecedented
Think only of the failures of those saving banks which
panic.
possess large stocks in mortgages on land! .\nd that would be a
gerous.

mere

If

trifle

in

a universal deluge.

The sharks would have an

ex-

It is

checked production,

I had once the pleasure of meeting Mr. George personally and
pointed out to him these difficulties to his land scheine. He kindly

—

—

all
perhaps from mere politeness "It is all true," he
"but," he added, "any one who takes the lead in a movement must push it to its extreme and demand not the half but the
whole; he must leave compromises to others."

admitted
said;

poverty exists in our advanced civilization.

The " single-tax

position concerning land-taxation,

just.

cellent time!
in dispute.

the same iniquitous condition diverting the bulk of the product
into the coffers of the few instead of the many, that involuntary

pendence

be sober and

failed twice

Henry George

basic truth upon which the philosophy of

to

to

of

straw, but he has not seen the central truth of the book he dis-

The

Wheelbarrow's

subjected

Magazine and newspaper readers are being daily en-

tertained by critics
cies

is

as the advanced political econo-

ill-digested criticism

MISSION.

To the Editor of

questionable whether any class of reformers

It is

to so

HENRY GEORGE'S
The Open Court: —

.
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believe that the Declaration of Inde-

taken from the archives of forgotton

lore,

honestly in-

terpreted and lived up to by the people of these United States or

any other country, is an all-sufficient remedy
and social ills. There is a power in that old document, which if
let loose would surprise and satisfy the most radical of those who
for current industrial

Very

well!

The

leader of a party, the general of an

army must

Mr. George is not a scientist, not an unbiassed
economist, although he has proved that he has the capacity of being one— he is the creator and head of a party, as such he must be
act in this way.

judged and as such he has a great mission.

long for better days.

James Malcolm.

Observer.

THE OPEN COURT.
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THE LOST MANUSCRIPT.*

Some days after Fritz Hahn entered the small office
Hummel. The latter motioned to his book-

of Mr.

BY GUSTAV FREYTAG.

CHAPTER JfXX/— Continued.
"Mr. Hummel," began Hahn, somewhat indistinctly, for it was difficult for him to speak in his emotion, "I shall never forget this hour to the end of my
life."
He wished to go up to him and give him his
hand, but the tears streamed from his eyes and he was
obliged

to

cover his face with his pocket-handker-

keeper to withdraw, and began, coolly, from his arm
chair, "What do you bring me. Doctor?"
"My father feels it a duty to meet the great confi
dence that you have shown him, by giving you an
insight into the state of his business,- and begs you to
assist him in his arrangements.
He is of opinion, that
until this disastrous affair has passed over, he should
do nothing important without your assent."

chief.

"Be

seated," said

Hummel, pushing him down on

the sofa; "steadiness and stoicism are always the
thing; they are better than Chinese toys.

main

shall say

I

nothing further to-day, and you must say nothing to
me of this occurrence. To morrow everything will be

made smooth

before the notary and the registrar, and

must be punctually

interest

paid,

quarterly; for the

our relation to each other remains the same. For,
you see, we are not merely men, we are also business
rest,

As a man,

people.

I

know what

well

good
But our
have been

are your

even when you complain of me.

points,

houses and our business do not agree. We
opponents twenty years, felt against straw, with our
hobbies and our trellis-work fences. That may remain

what is not harmonious need not harmonize.
you call nie bristles and felt, I will be coarse to
you, and I will consider you as a straw blockhead as
often as I am angry with you.
But with all that, we
may have, as now, private business together; and if
ever, which I hope will never happen, robbers should
plunder me, you will do for me as much as you can.
This I know and have always known, and therefore I
am come to you to-day."
Hahn gave him a look of warm gratitude, and

Hummel

again raised his pocket-handkerchief.

Hummel
with a
ary,

little

Hahn.

hand heavily upon his head, as
and said, gently, "You are a visionThe doctor is ready now; sign, and do not
laid his

child

either of you take this misfortune too

much

to

heart.

There," he continued, strewing sand over the paper
carefully, "to-morrow, about nine o'clock, I will send

my

your office. Stay where you are; the
badly lighted, but I shall find my way.

solicitor to

staircase

Good

is

night."

He

entered the street, and looked contemptuously

at the hostile

walls.

"H. Hummel,

first

"No mortgage?" he

muttered.
twenty thousand." At
home he vouchsafed some comforting words to his
ladies.
"I have heard that the people there will be

and

able to pull through, so

last,

I

forbid further lamenting.

ever, in conformity with miserable fashion,

need a straw hat, you
the
•

Hahnsthan

may

to others;

Translacion copyriehled.

take your
I

give

my

If

you should

money

rather to

permission."

I

am

to give

advice,

are a sharp customer," cried Hummel, "but
an old fox this trap is not cunningly enough laid."
With that he looked at the credit and debit, and
took a pencil in his hand. "Here I find among the
assets five hundred thalers for books that are to be
I did not know that your father had this hobby
sold.

"You

for

also."

"They

are

my

years spent more

so;

When

"What!

laughed.

and that too, in the management of your business?
You would put me in a position that is preposterous,
and one against which I protest."
The Doctor silently placed before him a statement
of assets and liabilities.

necessary for
I

books, Mr.

money upon

my

work.

I

Hummel.

I

have

of late

these than was absolutely

am determined

to sell

what

can do without; a book-dealer has already offered to

sum

two instalments."
never allowed to levy on instruments
trade," said Hummel, making a stroke through that

pay

this

in

'•The sheriff

of

is

entry in the ledger.

unreadable

stuff,

"I believe, indeed, that they are

but the world has

many dark

corners;

and as you have a fancy to be an anomalous dick among
your fellows, you shall remain in j'our hole." He regarded the Doctor with an ironical twinkle in his eye.
"Have you nothing further to say? I do not mean
with reference to your father's business, I have nothing
further to do with that, but upon another subject,
which you yourself seem to carry on; from your movements of late you evidently wish to associate yourself
with my daughter Laura?"
The Doctor colored. "I should have chosen another
day for the declaration which you now demand of me.
But it is my anxious wish to come to an understanding
with you concerning it.
I Rave long entertained a
secret hope that time would lessen }'our aversion to
me."

"Time?" interrupted Hummel;

"Now

"that's absurd."

by the noble assistance which you have extended to my father, I am placed in a position towards
you which is so painful to me that I must beg of you
not to refuse me your sjnnpathy. With strenuous exertion and fortunate circumstances it would now be
years before I could acquire a position to maintain a
wife."

THJB
"Starving trade," interposed Mr.

OPEN COURT

Hummel,

in

a

grumbling tone.
"I love your daughter and I cannot sacrifice this
feeling.
But I have lost the prospect of offering her
a future which could in some measure answer to what
she is entitled to expect; and the helping hand which
you have extended to my father makes me so dependent on you that I must avoid what would excite your
displeasure.

Therefore

I

see a desolate future before

me."
"Exactly as I prophesied," replied Mr. Hummel,
"wretched and weak."
The Doctor drew back, but at the same time he
laid his hand on his neighbor's arm.
"This manner of
language will serve you no longer, Mr. Hummel," said
he smiling.
"Noble, but abject," repeated Hummel with satisfaction.
"You should be ashamed, sir; do you pretend
to be a lover?
You wish to know how to please my
daughter Laura, such an evasive, forlorn specimen as
you? Will you regulate your feelings according to
my mortgage? If you are in love, I expect that
you should conduct yourself like a rampant lion,
jealous and fierce.
Bah, sir! you are a beautiful
Adonis to me, or whatever else that fellow Nicodemus was called."
"Mr. Hummel, I ask for your daughter's hand,"
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ing to you that your mockery

is

so

wounding that even

shown loses
"Have done with your kindness

the kindness you have

value."

its

—

it

was only kind-

ness from revenge."

"Then

I

will as honestly tell you,"

continued the

me when you
knew how oppressive the obligation which you then conferred upon us would be for
the rest of my life.
But I looked at my poor father,
Doctor, "that

it

was

a very bitter

entered our house.

hour

to

I

and the thought of his misery closed my mouth. For
m}' own part, I would rather have begged my bread
than taken your money."

"Go on," cried Hummel.
"What you have done for

mj' father does not give
This conversation strengththe conviction that I have had from the

you

a right to ill-treat me.

ens

me

in

we must exert ourselves to the utmost
repay you the money we have received, as soon as
possible.
You have crossed out the item in which
outset, that
to

my books, but I shall sell them."
"Nonsense!" exclaimed Hummel.
"I shall do it, however insignificant the sum may
be in comparison with our debt, because the tyranny
which you wish to exercise over me threatens to beI

credited

come

insupportable.

you in this way."
"Yet you wish

I

in

it

at least will not

be indebted to

another waj' that

suits

you

cried the Doctor.

better."

it you," cried Hummel. "You mistake my
do not think of throwing my daughter into
this bargain also.
But you must not misunderstand
my refusal to give you my daughter; your duty is to
pursue her more fiercely than ever. You must attack
me, and force yourself into my house; in return for
which I reserve to myself the right to show you the
way out. But I have always said it, you are wanting

"Yes," replied the Doctor. "As you have so contemptuously rejected the greatest sacrifice I could
make, I shall continue to woo your daughter, even
against your will.
I shall endeavor to speak to her

"I refuse

words.

in

I

courage."

her as

is

I

can,

and

possible in

shown me this way.
I enter upon it, and

make myself as acceptable to
position.
You yourself have
You will therefore be satisfied if

to

my
if

you are

not,

I

shall

pay no

re-

gard to your displeasure."

"Mr. Hummel," replied the Doctor, with dignity,
me to remark that you should no longer be on
the offensive with me."
"Why not?" asked Hummel.
The Doctor pointed to the papers.
"What has happened in this matter makes it difficult for me to use strong language to you.
It can be
no pleasure to you to attack one who cannot defend
"allow

himself."

"These pretentions are really ridiculous," replied
"Because I have given you my money must
I cease to treat you as you deserve?
Because you,
perhaps, are not disinclined to marry my daughter, am
I to stroke you with a velvet brush?
Did one ever

Hummel.

hear such nonsense?"

"You mistake," continued the Doctor,

whenever

civilly, "if

you think that I am not in a position to answer what
you sa}'. I therefore do myself the honor of remark-

"At
see

last," cried

now

that

Hummel,

you have some

will talk quietly

"it all

comes

to light.

I

fire in

you; therefore

we

over this business.

You

are not the

husband whom I could have wished for my daughter.
I have kept you away from my house, but it has been
of no use, for a cursed sentiment has arisen between
you; I therefore intend now to carry on the affair differently. I shall not object to you coming to my house
sometimes. I depend upon your doing it with discreI will ignore your presence,
tion.
and my daughter
shall have an opportunity of seeing how you compare

We will both await the result."
do not agree to this proposal," replied the Doctor.
"I do not expect that you should give me your
daughter's hand now, and I only accept the entrance
into your family on condition that you j'ourself will
treat me as becomes a guest in your house, and that
you will perform the duties of a friendly host, I can-

with the four walls.
"I

XHE OPEN COURT.
not suffer that you should speak to me in the way you
Any insult,
have done in our conversation to-day.

by words or by neglect,

either

I

will not bear

from you.

am

not only desirous to please your daughter, but
For that I demand
also to be agreeable to yourself.
If you do not agree to this condition, I
opportunity.
I

prefer not to

come

at all."

"Humboldt, do not undertake too much

at once,"

you see
do not like you. Therefore
I will consider how far I can make myself pleasant to
you; I assure you it will be hard work. Meanwhile,
take these papers with you. Your father has bought
replied Mr.
I

Hummel, shaking

esteem you, but

I

his head, "for

really

the lesson, that he should himself look after of his own
money affairs. For the rest, matters are not in a bad

and he will be able to help himself out of it; you
do not need either me or another. Good morning.
state,

Doctor."
The doctor took the papers under his arm.
"I beg you to shake hands, Mr. Hummel."

"Not
"I
I

so hastily," replied

am

sorry for

it,"

Hummel.

"not from good will."
He held out his large hand to him.

"Keep your books," he

also was tormented with this blindand troubled by the demon. He had found
nothing.
Many would have been weary and given it

up, but his eagerness only increased, for he did not,

by any means, search heedlessly; he knew very well
that the discovery depended on a long chain of accidents which were beyond all calculation.
But he
wished to do all in his power; his task was to give
assurance to the learned of the world that the archives,
collections, and inventories of the Sovereign had been
thoroughly examined. This certainty at least he could
obtain better than any one else, and he would thus do
his duty both to the Sovereign and to Learning.
But
his impatience became more eager, and the cheerful
excitement he felt at first increased to uncomfortable
agitation; constant disappointment disturbed his daily
frame of mind. He often sat lost in thought, nay, he
was always speaking of the treasure, and Use could
not please him; her objections and even her consolation wounded him, for he was very much vexed that

cried out, to the departing

through that scheme, you will buy
them again, and then I shall have to pay for them
anyhow."

what would be the appearance

A

XXXII.

CHAPTER KROiM TACITUS.

Tobias Bachhuber! when your sponsors concluded
that you should be called Tobias they did bad service
For he who bears that
to you and your descendants.
name is by fate subjected to experiences that do
not fall to the lot of more favorably named men. Who
ever passed so miserable a honey-moon as Tobias

For
of the blind man?
was he not obliged to fast, and to struggle with a
murderous spirit just at a time when a spiritual struggle would be highly disagreeable to any mortal? Even
you, blessed Bachhuber, have bitterly experienced the
misfortune of your name.
Whether the fatal war
with Sweden may have arisen because the Swedes han-

One day

be hoped that new historical investigations may yet bring this secret motive of action to light.
But it cannot be denied that you yourself suffered la-

mentably

to

in the

war, and the curse of your

name

the Professor entered the Princess's study

"At last I can bring you a good report. In a small
bundle of deeds in the Marshal's office, which had
hitherto unaccountably escaped me, I have found a
lost entry on a single sheet.
The chests which the
official at

Bielstein sent in the beginning of the last

century to the vanished castle are briefly designated
as

numbers one and two, with

of the

remark that they con-

monastery

Thus, there were two

Rossau.

of

chests with manuscripts of the monastery in them."

The Princess looked with

curiosity at the sheet

which he laid before her.
"It was high time that
to light,"

this account should come
continued the Professor, gail}'; "for I con-

fess to your Highness that the phantom pursued me
day and night. This is a valuable confirmation that I
am on the right path."

am convinced we

"Yes," cried the Princess, "I
shall find the treasure.
If it

on

If

I

could but help you a

my magic

girdle

fortunately this

which you concealed. All who
have anything to do with it have their eyes blinded,
and an evil spirit destroys their hopes.

out of date, and

and

mode
it is

call

little.

would gladly put
upon Lady Hecate. Un-

could be obtained by magic,

still

clings to the treasure

a

tained besides old cross-bows, arrows, &c., manuscripts

kered after your manuscript, will not be discussed
it is

—

of the

with heightened color.

the younger, the poor son

here;

accurately

manuscript
large, thick quarto, very old characters, perhaps of the
sixth century, much faded, and many leaves half destroyed, for he could not conceal from himself that the
mischievous spirit of the times, water and the rats,
might have made havoc with it.

"I can see

CHAPTER

He knew

she did not partake of his zeal.

said the Doctor, smiling, "but

cannot be denied to-day."
"Only from innate politeness," rejoined Hummel,

visitor.

The Professor

ness,

I

of calling spirits to one's aid is

difficult to learn the secret art

which learned gentlemen unearth
{To bt continued.)

their treasures."

by
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M. Dubuc, in his treatise, emphasizes the necessity incumbent
upon metaphysicians to direct their efforts to the preliminary
question of method. Modern philosophers have, indeed, attempted
to organize metaphysics by the importation of scientific processes
into their investigations of first principles and first causes.
The
Cartesian School had endeavored to construct the science of being by means of the mathematical method; the school of Locke
and Condillac affected to attain the same result by the experimental method, and the Scottish School, by the psychological method.
Finally Kant, in his " Critique of Pure Reason ", opened a new
pathway for philosophical studies. M. Dubuc is of opinion that
this new method has not so much the power to build as the power
to destroy.
"It is the glory of those who devise new methods,"
he says, " that their theories to the triumph of truth are afterwards overturned through the power oE new processes that their
own ideas have introduced into science."
Consequently, he believes it possible, to abandon, in the work
of Kant, the method of the system, and proceeding from the premises of the critique, to attain to a doctrine different from transcendental idealism and to effect a restoration of theistic and spiritualistic dogmatism.

—

—

The History

Roman Republic. Abridged from
Mommsen. By C. Brynns and F. y.

of the

History by Prof.

New

Hendy.

York;

cago: A. C. McClurg.

1889.

Charles Scribner's Sons.

the

R.

Chi-

Lamartine's Jeanne d'Arc.

cabulary by Prof. Albert Barrere, of Woolwich, England. It is intended to form an easy introduction into French prose for students
of schools and colleges. The divisions seem well adapted to classroom purposes; the style is simple and suitable to young pupils.

Among the many interesting articles in this month's Magazine
of American History is an entertaining sketch of German social and
family life, by Gen. Alfred E. Lee.
The picture Gen. Lee presents us, is written with enthusiasm and undoubted admiration of
the amenities of life in Germany.
The series " Historic Homes
and Landmarks

of the history of Prof.

and inadequate idea of the original; but something will have
been accomplished if we have given some conception, however
faint, of that original, and have induced fresh inquirers to read for
feeble

themselves those pages so bright with wisdom and imagination.

The

text

and

spirit of Prof.

diously followed.

No

Mommsen's

attempt has been

American

are

life

Lamb;
drawn in

J.

the inattrac-

and sober characters.

tive

W

We

have received from Prof. G. T.
Patrick, of the State
University of Iowa, a copy of his work upon Heraclitus of Ephesus.
The essay, which consists of a translation of the Greek text of Bywater, with an historical and critical introduction, was accepted in
1888 as a thesis for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy at Johns

Hopkins

The fragments that the ingenuity and patience
have collected and emended into an interprelable form,

university.

of scholars

number one hundred and
search, therefore,

is

thirty.

The scope

Moreover,

limited.

of Heraclitean re-

scanty collection of

this

remnants has been made from the citations of other writers, from
Plutarch and Philo, from Clement and Origen. The layman, thus,
will hardly understand the critical and scholastic labor expended
" But the interest of the
in this branch of philosophical inquiry.
philosopher ot Ephesus, " says Professor Patrick, "is historical;"

way

made

to

study philosophy

its

we

history;

we have

discovered to be inves-

are to seek in these and like fragments

the sources of errors as well as the genesis of doctrines.

standing the academical character of
of the

its title,

Notwith-

the style and spirit

monograph

is within the reach of even tyros in the history
The Fragments of the Work of Heraclitus of Ephesus
N. Murray, Baltimore.

of philosophy.

on A'ature.

compromise the

Roman

NOTES.

historical

In the treatment of

Mommsen.

as conforming with the expressed purpose of the work,

all

to

tigation of

'

criticism.

disputed points the authority of

has been accepted and presented. The work of abridgment has
been accomplished by Mr. Bryans and Mr. Hendy with commendable tact and felicity.
Far from ever having descended into dull-

which they profess has been their purpose as far as possible
and which if present must be attributed to their unskillfulness, the authors have unquestionably heightened the character
of their production by the infusion of personal sympathy and zeal
for their task.
The style is terse and graphic. So far as we have
compared the abridgment with the original, the salient features of
the great historian's work have been preserved.
To each chapter
is appended a list of authorities, and an epitome of the original
ness,

to avoid,

Roman

continued by Mrs. Martha

researches have been stu-

differences that have arisen in the province of

sources of

is

.

Mommsen," are the
words of the preface to this work, " must ot necessity give but a
Our abridgment

"

teresiing portraitures of early

the
"

Heath & Company, of Boston, have just published
The work is edited with notes and vo-

D. C.

La Methode En Metaphysique.

history precedes the opening chapter.

It

has

been thought wise not to insert maps. True, most of us have an
Ancient Geography at hand, but those who have not will

The

essays of Th. Ribot upon the " Psychology of Attention,"

have just been published in book form by Felix .\lcan, of Paris.
shall have occasion to note
Ribot's work more particularly

M

We

in a later issue.

The second
La Morale dans

and enlarged, of Lucien Arreat's
Epopee ct le Roman, (Felix Alcan, Paris),

edition, revised

le

Drame,

I'

The work
The Open Court.
has appeared.

We

have

will

received an

Petavel-Olliff. of

Lausanne,

be reviewed

.\n

number

of

little pamphlet from E.
Coup D'Oeil sur I'Immortalite

attractive
entitled.

Facultative, treating of the historical

idea of immortality.

in a future

appendix

and theological genesis of the
added with a list of Bible
may be

is

references from which the biblical theory of immortality
derived.

atlas of

regret the omission.

life-sized statue of Giordano Bruno is
upon the Campo de Fioro, at Rome.
municipality has been obtained, and history
.\

uKpK.

next,

Mr. Singleton

W.

Davis, of 916 Third Street, San Diego, Cal

,

has published a little work. Sketches Of The Scientific Dispensation
of a Ne-u Religion, composed by the printer-author as he stood
" before his congregation of sleeping type." Price 20 cents.

to

be erected,

in

May

The consent of the
will now do justice to

The Kindergarten, for teachers and parents, is an illustrated
monthly, containing typical lessons and stories adapted to home

the proto-martyr of liberal thought on the very spot where three
hundred and eighty-nine years ago he was burnt alive. A committee for the United States has been appointed to assist in raising
Their names are, Robert Ingersoll, T. B. Wakeman, Dan
funds.
Subscriptions from
iel G. Thompson, and Thomas Davidson

and school.

$1 00

Kindergarten methods for primary teachers, and also

nursery occupations are the important and practical
Price $2.00 per year.

features.

upwards

Nassau

St.,

to

be sent to the treasurer, T. B.

N. Y, City.
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hope that America

generously to this noble project
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